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Mark Weiser, 1988
For thirty years most interface design, and most computer 
design, has been headed down the path of the "dramatic" 
machine. Its highest ideal is to make a computer so 
exciting, so wonderful, so interesting, that we never want 
to be without it. A less-traveled path I call the "invisible"; 
its highest ideal is to make a computer so embedded, so 
fitting, so natural, that we use it without even thinking 
about it. I have also called this notion "Ubiquitous 
Computing”…



embedded phenomena



persistent portals into 
dynamic state of 
phenomenon

embedded phenomena



simulations run 24 
hours per day, 7 days 
per week, over several 
weeks

embedded phenomena



patient science


 

immersion in the phenomenon


 

problematized investigation 


 

mentored collaboration


 

systematic, deliberate observation and 
aggregation of incomplete data



 

investigations over long periods of time

embodied cognition,
embodied learning

massed vs. distributed 
learning; communities of

practice

scaffolding for 
problematization

guided inquiry, collaborative 
learning, ZPD

authentic science 
practice; self- 

efficacy



roomquake helioroom

roombugs wallcology
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roomquake



spatial embedding


 

“here,” not “there”; “ours,” not “theirs”


 

big, not little


 

location-dependent, not location-independent


 

distributed, not centralized


 

ubiquitous/shared, not personal



temporal embedding


 

“now,” not “then”


 

enduring, not short-term


 

persistent, not intermittent


 

distributed, not massed


 

asynchronous, not synchronous



research question
(How) does “embedding” impact skill acquisition, 
learning, attitudes toward inquiry & self-efficacy, 
participation rates & role?



treatments

Embedded Non-embedded

Spatial 
features

Local
Spatially distributed
Location-dependent

Remote
Spatially localized
Location-independent

Temporal 
features

Contemporaneous
Dynamic
Persistent
Activity distributed 
over time

Historical
Static
Periodic
Activity compressed 
into sequential periods



research design

Counterbalanced design (intact classes)

Classroom
(teacher)  1

Classroom
(teacher)  2

Phase 1

Embedded 
RoomQuake

Non-embedded
WallCology

Non-embedded
RoomQuake
Embedded
WallCology 

Phase 2

Non-Embedded 
RoomQuake
Embedded
WallCology 

Embedded
RoomQuake

Non-embedded
WallCology



research design

Counterbalanced design (intact classes)

Classroom
(teacher)  1

Classroom
(teacher)  2

Phase 1

Embedded 
RoomQuake

Non-embedded
WallCology

Non-embedded
RoomQuake
Embedded
WallCology 

Phase 2

Non-Embedded 
RoomQuake
Embedded
WallCology 

Embedded
RoomQuake

Non-embedded
WallCology



outcomes


 

skill in scientific practice
• interpretation of seismograms 
• determination of event epicenter, magnitude



 

conceptual understandings 
• series distributions (time, space, intensity) 
• wave propagation 
• causes of earthquakes 
• trilateration



 

attitudes toward inquiry & self-efficacy


 

participation rates & roles



skill acquisition



conceptual 
understandings





phenomenon server



where we’re going


 

complete empirical research design


 

phenomenon server rewrite


 

enactment support


 

technology support for community knowledge 
construction



 

live phenomena
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